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Two Dimensional Numerical Simulation of Mixed Convection in a
Rectangular Open Enclosure

Md. Tofiqul Islam1, Sumon Saha2, Md. Arif Hasan Mamun3 and Mohammad Ali4

Abstract: A numerical study has been per-
formed on mixed convection inside an open cav-
ity on the bottom of a channel. One of the three
walls of the cavity experiences a uniform heat flux
while the other walls and the top of the chan-
nel are adiabatic. Three different cases are con-
sidered by applying uniform heat flux on (a) the
inflow side (assisting forced flow); (b) the out-
flow side (opposing forced flow); (c) the bot-
tom horizontal surface (transverse flow). The
Galerkin weighted residual method of finite ele-
ment formulation is used to discretize the govern-
ing equations. For mixed convection, the influ-
ential parameters are the Grashof number (Gr),
Richardson number (Ri) and Reynolds number
(Re) by which different fluid and heat transfer
characteristics inside the cavity are obtained. In
the present study, velocity vectors, streamlines,
isotherms, non-dimensional vertical velocities,
maximum non-dimensional heated wall temper-
ature and average Nusselt number of the heated
wall are reported for Ri = 0.1 to 100, Re = 100
and the ratio of channel and cavity heights (H/D)
with the range of 0.1 to 1.5. With the increase of
Richardson numbers, the convective heat transfer
becomes predominant over the conduction heat
transfer. From the computation, it is observed
that the higher heat transfer occurs for opposing
forced flow situation at low Richardson number.
For higher Richardson number, a better thermal
performance is achieved for the transverse flow
case.
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Nomenclature

Cp specific heat of the fluid at constant
pressure (Jkg−1K−1)

g gravitational acceleration (ms−2)
Gr Grashof number, gβ qD4/kυ2

h convective heat transfer coefficient
(Wm−2K−1)

H height of the channel opening (m)
D height of the enclosure (m)
k thermal conductivity (Wm−1K−1)
Nu Nusselt number, hD/k
p pressure (Nm−2)
P nondimensional pressure, p/ρu2

i
Pr Prandtl number, υ/α
q heat flux (Wm−2)
Re Reynolds number, uiD/υ
Ri Richardson number, Gr/Re2

T temperature (K)
u, v velocity components (ms−1)
U , V nondimensional velocity components,

u/ui, v/ui

x, y cartesian coordinates (m)
X , Y nondimensional cartesian coordinates,

x/D, y/D
L length of the enclosure (m)
Le exit length of the channel (m)
Ls length of the heated wall (m)
S direction of the heated strip
R2 maximum correlation coefficient

Greek symbols

α thermal diffusivity, k/ρCp (m2s−1)
β thermal expansion coefficient,

−(1/ρ)(∂ρ/∂ t)p (K−1)
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θ nondimensional temperature,
(T −Ti)/(qD/k)

υ kinematic viscosity of the fluid (m2s−1)
ρ density of the fluid (kgm−3)
Φ angle of attack (degree)

Subscripts

i inlet state
max maximum
av average

1 Introduction

A number of practical situations such as nu-
clear reactors, solar collectors, crystal growth,
and cooling of electronic devices, involve con-
vective heat transfer, which is neither forced nor
free in nature. This phenomenon arises when a
fluid is forced to flow over a heated surface even
though at a low velocity. The forced flow veloc-
ity is coupled with convective velocity generated
by the buoyancy forces resulting from a reduc-
tion in fluid density near the heated surface. As
a relevant example of this type of flow, the reader
may consider the mother board of a computer with
many integrated circuits acting as heat sources
and generating heat to be removed by both nat-
ural convection and induced flow of air. The ratio
Gr/Re2 gives a qualitative indication of the influ-
ence of buoyancy on forced convection, and when
the Grashof number is of the same order of mag-
nitude or larger than the square of the Re, free
convection effects cannot be ignored, compared
to forced convection. In the region where both
free and forced convection effects are of the same
order of magnitude, heat transfer is increased by
buoyancy effects acting in the direction of flow
and decreased when acting in the opposite direc-
tion.

1.1 Literature review

For the case of pure buoyancy convection the
reader may consider Lappa (2005), Melnikov and
Shevtsova (2005), Punjabi, Muralidhar and Pan-
igrahi (2006), Sohail and Saghir (2006). Oost-
huizen and Paul (1985) studied the problem of
mixed convection flow in a cavity where one of

the side walls was heated uniformly and the hor-
izontal wall was adiabatic, particularly the inter-
action of forced flow and buoyancy flow. They
used a Galerkin finite element method for numer-
ical solution. Vafai and Ettefagh (1990); Vafai,
Desai, Iyer and Dyko (1997); and Khanafer and
Vafai (2000) investigated the thermal field and
flow field inside the cavity and near the surround-
ing walls with varying aspect ratio for both assist-
ing and opposing forced flow cases. Papanicolaou
and Jaluria (1990) studied numerically the mixed
convection within a rectangular enclosure with
an isolated heat source experiencing a constant
heat flux. They found that the Nusselt number
increased as Richardson number increased while
the Reynolds number remained fixed. Also the
Nusselt number increased as the Reynolds num-
ber increased at a particular value of Richardson
number. Again Papanicolaou and Jaluria (1993)
studied numerically the interaction of buoyancy
induced flow from an isolated heat source with
an externally induced flow stream inside an en-
closure. They found that the heat transfer from
the source was higher if the conductivity of the
solid was higher. The highest average Nusselt
number was obtained for the heat source locat-
ing bottom. In Hsu and Wang (2000) the heat
source was isolated and positioned at the mid of
the cavity by a vertical board. They found re-
sults in line with those obtained by Papanicolaou
and Jaluria (1990). Khanafer, Vafai, Lightstone
(2002) numerically studied mixed convection in
an open ended enclosure for three different an-
gles of attack of the inlet flow. For Φ = 90o the
average Nusselt number of the upper horizontal
wall was highest and became lowest for Φ = 45o.
Omri, Ben Nasrallah (1999) performed numerical
analysis on mixed convection in a cavity where
the inlet and outlet channels were fixed diago-
nally ascending or descending order. Fluid was
injected at lower temperature than the initial tem-
perature of the cavity. They noticed that for Ri =
0.1 to 10 and Re = 10 to 100, the average tem-
perature at the exit was higher in the descending
mode and air injected from the bottom of the hot
wall was more effective for the removal of heat.
Hsu, Pao-Tung Hsu, Sey-Ping How (1997) indi-
cated that the average Nusselt number increased
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as Reynolds number increased at a fixed Richard-
son number. A better cooling system was de-
signed by placing the heat source close to cold
inlet stream.

2 Physical Model

Fig. 1. shows the three dimensional view of the
geometry under consideration: an open cavity in-
teracting with a channel, as shown in Fig. 2. Here
one wall of the rectangular cavity is heated by a
uniform heat flux and the other walls remain adi-
abatic. Flow enters through the left opening of
the channel at a uniform velocity, ui. The inlet
flow is assumed to have an ambient temperature,
Ti (i.e. non-dimensional inlet temperature, θi = 0)
and a zero diffusion flux is assumed at the chan-
nel exit (outflow boundary conditions). Flow in
the cavity is assumed to be two dimensional, lam-
inar and incompressible with negligible viscous
dissipation and a Boussinesq fluid. Here H/D is
ventilation ratio (i.e. the ratio of the height of the
inlet flow channel to the height of the rectangular
cavity) and L/D is the cavity aspect ratio.

Figure 1: 3D cross-sectional view of an open cav-
ity at the bottom of a rectangular channel

2.1 Mathematical Modeling

Using the Boussinesq approximation and neglect-
ing the viscous dissipation effect and compress-
ibility effect, the governing equations for 2D lam-
inar, incompressible flow are written as follows:

Continuity Equation

∂u
∂x

+
∂v
∂y

= 0 (1)

x-momentum Equation

u
∂u
∂x

+v
∂u
∂y

= − 1
ρ

∂ p
∂x

+υ
(

∂ 2u
∂x2 +

∂ 2u
∂y2

)
(2)

y-momentum Equation

u
∂v
∂x

+v
∂v
∂y

= − 1
ρ

∂ p
∂y

+υ
(

∂ 2v
∂x2 +

∂ 2v
∂y2

)

+ gβ (T −Ti) (3)

Energy Equation

u
∂T
∂x

+v
∂T
∂y

=
k

ρCp

(
∂ 2T
∂x2 +

∂ 2T
∂y2

)
(4)

The governing equations in non dimensional form
can be written by using the following non dimen-
sional variables and parameters.

X =
x
D

Y =
y
D

θ =
T −Ti(

qD
k

)

U =
u
ui

V =
v
ui

P =
p

ρu2
i

Re =
uiD
υ

Gr =
β gqD4

υ2k
Pr =

υ
α

Non-dimensional Continuity Equation

∂U
∂X

+
∂V
∂Y

= 0 (5)

Non-dimensional X-momentum Equation

U
∂U
∂X

+V
∂U
∂Y

= −∂P
∂X

+
1

Re

(
∂ 2U
∂X2 +

∂ 2U
∂Y 2

)
(6)

Non-dimensional Y-momentum Equation

U
∂V
∂X

+V
∂V
∂Y

= −∂P
∂Y

+
1

Re

(
∂ 2V
∂X2 +

∂ 2V
∂Y 2

)

+
Gr
Re2 θ (7)

Non-dimensional Energy equation

U
∂θ
∂X

+V
∂θ
∂Y

=
1

RePr

(
∂ 2θ
∂X2 +

∂ 2θ
∂Y 2

)
(8)

The average Nusselt number is calculated as

Nuav =
1
Ls

∫ Ls

0

h(s)s
k

ds (9)

where Ls is the length of the heated wall and h(s)
is the local convection heat transfer coefficient of
the heated wall.
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(a) (b)

                         (c)     

Figure 2: Physical model of three cases of heating: (a) assisting forced flow, (b) opposing forced flow, (c)
transverse flow

Non-dimensional average Nusselt Number is

Nuav =
1

Ls/D

∫ Ls/D

0

S
θ

dS (10)

where S is the dimensionless position of heated
strip (may either along X direction or Y direc-
tion).

2.2 Boundary Conditions

(1) No slip condition at all walls

U = 0, V = 0;

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Y = 0, 0 ≤ X ≤ 2

X = 0, 0 ≤ Y ≤ 1

X = 2, 0 ≤ Y ≤ 1

Y = 1, 2 ≤ X ≤ 4

Y = 1+H/D, 0 ≤ X ≤ 4

(11)

(2) Uniform heat flux is applied to one of walls
of cavity while others remain adiabatic

∂θ
∂S

= −1

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

X = 0, 0 ≤ Y ≤ 1

(assisting forced flow)

X = 2, 0 ≤ Y ≤ 1

(opposing forced flow)

Y = 0, 0 ≤ X ≤ 2

(transverse flow)

∂θ
∂X

= 0 or

∂θ
∂Y

= 0

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Y = 0, 0 ≤ X ≤ 2; X = 2, 0 ≤ Y ≤ 1

(assisting forced flow)

X = 0, 0 ≤ Y ≤ 1; Y = 0, 0 ≤ X ≤ 2

(opposing forced flow)

X = 2, 0 ≤ Y ≤ 1; X = 0, 0 ≤ Y ≤ 1

(transverse flow)
(12)

(3) Incoming flow has uniform velocity along x
coordinate and ambient temperature

θ = 0, U = 1, V = 0;

at X = 0, 1 ≤ Y ≤ H/D (13)

(4) Outflow has zero diffusion flux

∂θ/∂X = 0;

at X = 4, 1 ≤ Y ≤ H/D (14)

3 Numerical Procedure

The numerical procedure is based on the Galerkin
weighted residual method (finite element formu-
lation). The approximation functions used in
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the Galerkin method are of higher order polyno-
mial. The governing equations are linearized and
solved by segregated solution method. The con-
jugate residual scheme is used to solve the sym-
metric pressure type equation systems, while the
conjugate gradient squared is used for the non-
symmetric advection diffusion type equations.
The matrix factorization technique (LU decompo-
sition) is used with partial pivoting. An interpola-
tion function is used over the generic element and
expresses the variation of the field variable inside
the element with respect to the global reference
axes, which are defined for the entire domain.

3.1 Grid Independency Test

Preliminary results have been are obtained to as-
sess grid independency. Test for grid accuracy
has been done for the arrangements of five differ-
ent non regular grid systems with the following
number of nodes in the rectangular cavity: 17846,
29754, 36046, 45819 and 54139.The results are
reported on the Tab. 1. It is found that 45819 non
regular nodes are sufficient to provide accurate re-
sults.

3.2 Code Validation

The computer code has been validated with the re-
sults obtained for mixed convection in a channel
with an open cavity as obtained by Manca, Nar-
dini, Khanafer and Vafai (2003). The compari-
son of the results is reported in the Tab. 2. From
the comparison it can be seen that the computer
code is capable of calculating the flow field in the
present configuration.

4 Results and Discussion

Several significant parameters such as Reynolds
number, Richardson number and ventilation ratio
of the enclosure are investigated here for a rectan-
gular cavity with L/D = 2. These ranges are var-
ied as Re = 100, 0.1≤ Ri≤ 100 and 0.1≤ H/D ≤
1.5. Only the figures showing significant changes
in thermo-fluid dynamic fields are presented here.

4.1 Flow and Thermal field characteristic

4.1.1 Effect of Richardson number

The effect of Richardson number on the flow and
thermal fields within an open cavity of H/D = 1
and Re = 100 for the assisting forced flow case
is presented in Fig. 3. For a relatively small
Richardson number (Ri = 0.1), a small weak re-
circulation exists inside the cavity. Buoyancy ef-
fect in the cavity is weak and diffusion is the
principal mode of heat transfer. The isotherms
are clustered near the heated wall, indicating heat
transfer via conduction is dominant. As Ri in-
creases, the intensity of the recirculating cell rises
up. Thereby natural convective current becomes
stronger for Ri = 100 a thermal buoyancy layer
develops near the heated wall; a horizontal ther-
mal plume is formed near the upper boundary of
the cavity. Both these features indicate that heat
transfer occurs mostly via convection.

Fig. 4 shows the flow and isothermal patterns for
H/D = 1 and Re = 100 in case of opposing forced
flow. At low values of Ri, a single circulating
cell is formed. With an increase of Ri, the large
circulating cell is squeezed by penetration of the
forced flow. As shown in the first frame of Fig.
4, for Ri = 0.1 heat transfer is governed by diffu-
sion and by the weak circulating cell induced by
the external flow. For Ri = 100, a rising strong
flow appears near the heated wall. This strong
flow is driven by the joint actions of the buoy-
ancy and the forced flow that for such conditions
penetrates significantly into the cavity. A ther-
mal boundary layer is clearly visible near the right
wall of the cavity and a thermal plume transported
by the forced wind is present in the channel. The
changes in flow and thermal behaviors within a
cavity, subjected to transverse heating, for differ-
ent Richardson number are shown in Fig. 5. At
lower value of Richardson number, the buoyancy
effect is overwhelmed by the effect of the induced
air flow. A recirculating cell of little strength is
formed inside the cavity. The strength of circu-
lating cell becomes higher along with Richard-
son number and natural convective current is set
over the conduction. The isotherms are almost
linear indicating that the heat transfer is carried
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Table 1: Comparison of the results for various grid dimensions (Re = 100, Ri = 1, H/D = 1)

No. of Nodes 17846 29754 36046 45819 54139
Nuav 1.910 2.015 2.016 2.017 2.017
θmax 0.890 0.860 0.860 0.859 0.859

Table 2: Comparison of the results for validations at Re = 100, H/D = 1 and Pr = 0.7

Heating Mode
Governing
parameters

Present work

Ri = 0.1 Ri = 100

Work of Manca, Nardini,
Khanafer and Vafai (2003)

Ri = 0.1 Ri = 100

Assisting forced flow
Nuav 1.686713 3.101788 1.5 -
θmax 0 .546469 0.210459 0.544 0.209

Opposing forced flow
Nuav 1.765711 4.065624 1.78 -
θmax 0.626651 0.132072 0.627 0.132

Transverse flow
Nuav 1.633 3.71892 1.65 -
θmax 1.066 0.440359 1.06 0.437

R
i 

=
 0

.1
R

i =
10

0

Figure 3: Effect of Richardson number on the velocity vectors, the isotherms and the streamlines for assisting
forced flow (H/D = 1, Re = 100)
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R
i =

 0
.1

R
i =

 1
R

i =
10

0

Figure 4: Effect of Richardson number on the velocity vectors, the isotherms and the streamlines for oppos-
ing forced (H/D = 1, Re = 100)

out mainly by conduction for the lower values of
Ri. As Richardson number increases, nonlinear
isotherms become visible throughout the cavity
showing dominance of the buoyancy-driven nat-
ural convection.

4.1.2 Effect of ventilation ratio

The effect of different ventilation ratios on the the
streamlines and isotherms for assisting and op-
posing forced flow is shown in Fig. 6 and 7 re-
spectively.

4.2 Velocity and temperature distribution

Fig. 8 shows the non-dimensional vertical veloc-
ity profiles for different values of ventilation ratio
while consideringY = 0.5, Ri = 1 and Re = 100 for
the three heating cases considered in the present
work. It is observed that two recirculating cells
of opposite rotational directions and different in-
tensity are formed. A vortex grows at the vicinity
of the left adiabatic side wall for higher values of
H/D both for opposing forced flow and transverse
flow cases. But the strength of the circulating cell
in the transverse heating configuration is higher
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R
i =

 0
.1

R
i =

10
0

Figure 5: Effect of Richardson number on the velocity vectors, the isotherms and the streamlines for trans-
verse flow (H/D = 1, Re = 100)

H
/D

=
 0

.3
H

/D
=

1.
5

Figure 6: Velocity vectors, isotherms and streamlines for assisting forced flow at various ventilation ratio,
H/D (Ri = 0.1, Re = 100)
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H
/D

=
 0

.3
H

/D
=

1.
5

Figure 7: Velocity vectors, isotherms and streamlines for opposing forced flow at various ventilation ratio,
H/D (Ri = 0.1, Re = 100)

than that for the opposing forced flow case. Thus
the convective heat transport mechanism is dom-
inating for the transverse flow model. The influ-
ence of different Richardson numbers on the non-
dimensional vertical velocity profiles for H/D =
0.5 is shown in Fig. 9. A low value of Richard-
son number leads to a similar flow patterns for all
the three cases. In case of assisting forced flow,
it is noticeable that three sub-vortices are formed
at higher Ri resulting in hindrance of heat trans-
fer process. From the investigation on the oppos-
ing forced flow case, it is noticed that when the
Richardson number increases, the depth of pen-
etration of the induced flow decreases due to the
buoyancy force. Thus heat transfer is enhanced.
In case of transverse flow, the strength of circu-
lation becomes higher compared to the opposing
forced flow case. Thereby optimum thermal per-
formance is obtained while H/D is fixed to 0.5.

4.3 Heat transfer performance

In electronic component cooling applications, the
maximum temperature on the surface is a criti-
cal issue since it may become detrimental to the

circuitry if too high. It is therefore of interest to
examine the maximum temperature at the heated
wall. The variation of the maximum dimen-
sionless temperature on the heated surface with
Richardson number for all the three heating cases
considered here is presented in Fig. 10. In gen-
eral, θmax decreases with increasing Richardson
number. This is due to the fact that the local Nus-
selt number S/θ shown in Eq. 10, is reciprocal
of the non-dimensional surface temperature for
uniform heat flux condition. The maximum non-
dimensional temperature decreases much more
rapidly at Richardson number of order 1 or greater
for the opposing forced flow and transverse flow
cases. The strong buoyancy force is responsible
for this type of thermal scenario.

Fig. 11 (a) and (b) shows the effect of different
ventilation ratio on the maximum dimensionless
temperature and average Nusselt number for the
three different thermal models. It also presents the
comparison of the results obtained by the present
study and the investigation of Manca, Nardini,
Khanafer and Vafai (2003). The results of the
present investigation has close agreement to that
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Figure 8: Non-dimensional vertical velocity for dif-
ferent ratio of H/D at Y = 0.5, Ri = 1 and Re = 100,
observed for the cases: (a) Assisting forced flow, (b)
Opposing forced flow, (c) Transverse flow
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Figure 10: The effect of maximum non-dimensional
temperature for varying Ri for (a) Assisting forced
flow, (b) Opposing forced flow, (c) Transverse flow
while Re = 100
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Figure 9: Non-dimensional vertical velocity for three different cases at H/D = 0.5, Y = 0.5, Re = 100 and
(a) Ri = 0.1, (b) Ri = 100
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Figure 11: Comparison of the maximum temperature variation between the present work and O’MANCA
work for assisting forced flow, opposing forced flow and transverse flow for various H/D (Ri = 0.1, Re =
100) P
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Figure 12: The effect of average Nusselt number on various Ri for different ventilation ratios (a) Assisting
forced flow, (b) Opposing forced flow (c) Transverse flow at Re = 100.
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of their work. In general, the change in maximum
dimensionless temperature and average Nusselt
number with ventilation ratio is not significant af-
ter H/D ∼ 0.4 at the lower value of Richardson
number. Opposing flow case shows the optimum
thermal performance while the diffusion effect is
dominant.

The Richardson number has significant influence
on the average Nusselt number for different ven-
tilation ratios as shown in Fig. 12. In general,
the average Nusselt number increases with an in-
crease of Richardson number. Only the opposing
forced flow case in Fig. 12(b) shows an idiosyn-
cratic thermal behavior for all values of ventila-
tion ratio except H/D = 0.1. The average Nus-
selt number is invariant while Richardson number
ranges from 0.1 to 0.5 and then decreases slightly
up to Ri = 1. Further increase in Richardson num-
ber pulls up the average Nusselt number.

5 Heat Transfer Correlations

The average Nusselt numbers can be correlated
in terms of Richardson number and the ratio of
height of inflow to the length of heat source for Re
= 100. These correlations read: Assisting Forced
Flow

Nuav = 1.990694Ri0.0862651(H/D)0.0439416

for 0.1 ≤ Ri ≤ 100 and 0.1 ≤ H/D ≤ 1.5; R2 =
92.46658%

Opposing Forced Flow

Nuav = 0.0010344Ri−0.0648389(H/D)6.049938

− .0010344Ri + 1.56158

for 0.1 ≤ Ri ≤ 100 and 0.1 ≤ H/D ≤ 1.5; R2 =
85.8857%

Transverse flow

Nuav = 2.0577Ri0.1146(H/D)−0.0135

for 0.1 ≤ Ri ≤ 10 and 0.3 ≤ H/D ≤ 1.5; R2 =
99.08%

6 Conclusion

Two dimensional numerical investigation of ther-
mal and flow features of mixed convection in a

rectangular open cavity has been carried out by
using the finite element method. The computa-
tional results have been shown for three heating
modes. The conclusions of the study can be sum-
marized as follows:

1. At relatively low values of the Richardson
number, diffusion is the heat transfer mech-
anism whereas at higher Richardson num-
bers, buoyancy driven convection plays an
important role. Consequently no signifi-
cant changes in the average Nusselt number
are found for the diffusion dominated case
whereas an impetuous increase in average
Nusselt number with Richardson number oc-
curs for the convection dominated case. A
better heat transfer phenomenon is observed
for the transverse flow case at higher val-
ues of Richardson number whereas it is ob-
tained for the opposing forced flow case at
low Richardson number.

2. A moderate ventilation ratio (H/D∼ 0.5) for
all cases gives a good thermal performance.
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